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Supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality apprenticeships

Introduction- National context/ background
SMEs and the economy
SMES plays the most important role in the national economy as they employ about 60% of
the total employees and produce around three quarters of the value added in the economy.
Most businesses in Greece (about 97%) are microenterprises (zero to nine employees) which
they also employ the biggest share of about 57% of all employees while the medium ones
about 11%. There are 705.329 SMEs in 2017 in the Greek economy.
Policy framework and legislation of apprenticeships
The overall number of apprenticeships in upper secondary IVET (ISCED 3) including pupils of
apprenticeship EPAS and students in the school-based system, is around 10.000 every year,
according to statistics of the Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs and the National
Statistics Service of Greece.
Apprenticeship has existed in Greece since the 1950s, in the form of the EPAS (vocational
training schools) apprenticeship scheme, offered through OAED (Manpower Employment
Organisation), the national public employment service.
The apprenticeship system in Greece after the later reforms from 2013-2016 includes the:
(a) EPAS scheme offered at upper secondary level, leading to qualifications at level 4 of the
national and European qualification frameworks( NQF and EQF) after two years of alternating
learning at school and the workplace;
(b) EPAL (vocational education schools) scheme offered at post-secondary level, leading to
qualifications at NQF/EQF level 5 after one year of alternating learning at school and the
workplace;
(c) IEK (vocational training institutes) apprenticeship scheme of the that will be offered at
post-secondary level, leading to qualifications at NQF/EQF level 5 after four semesters of
learning at VET institutes and one semester at the workplace (for those IEK opting for
apprenticeships instead of other forms of practical training that were the common practice
so far).
All three schemes will coexist for a five-year period before the overall system is assessed
(2020-21) and further decisions are made on its future structure.
The first two schemes have already been in place with the EPAL scheme to be highly
promoted from the Ministry of Education and 3452 apprenticeships has offered the
academic year 2017-2018. The IEK scheme seems to be in paper or in progress and it has not
implemented in practice to provide apprenticeships throughout the country.
Legislation
There are several laws and legislation concerning apprenticeships, which are available online.
In 2016 the national strategic framework for upgrading VET including apprenticeships
launched through Law No 4386/2016 and in February 2017 the quality framework for
apprenticeships has been published. The national scheme for VET and quality in
apprenticeships incorporate the 14 out of 20 criteria of the Eu Talent framework and is in the
right direction to enhance quality in apprenticeships if implemented in practice.
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Challenges
1. SMEs lack of information on
the benefits for providing
apprenticeships

Activities
1. We organized various activities
to enhance awareness. Two
awareness events with the two
Chambers of SMEs one in
Athens and another in
Thessaloniki along with various
meetings with SMEs and other
stakeholders to inform and
promote information. The 4
webinars are available in our
website and we constantly
promote the online tool as well
as quality apprenticeships
along with EP4Y (Gefyra)
project and in any possible
way. We noticed that you need
to explain the benefits as well
as they idea of talent
management to SMEs in order
to engage them to start the
scheme.

Policy
Recommendations
a) Business Community
•

We recommend the Chambers of
Commerce to inform their
members and organize events to
enhance awareness

• Make apprenticeships the first
choice to talent management
b) Education world
•

Vets to be open in the community
and society, inform families, work
with businesses to choose
apprentices together

c) Policy makers
• Promote and make sure SMEs are
informed through chambers, Vet
schools, any channels available and
can access the scheme easily.

2. SMEs lack the resources,
network and structures to
provide and access
apprenticeships;

2. We promoted apprenticeships
via all the activities we
organised concerning the
program as well as EP4Y. We
explained and supported the
ones that we talked with
providing info though webinars
for the Greek scheme, the
financial support in all the
activities and we will continue
to do that until the end of EP4Y
in 2020.

a) Business Community
•

We recommend to the business
community to engage SMEs in
networking activities, events as
well as awareness sessions and
workshops to inform them as well
as support them in how to provide
apprenticeships.

• Do alliances with VETs and
technical schools
b) Education world
• VETs inform and engage businesses
and help them provide quality in
apprenticeships
c) Policy makers
•

Give financial support, reform the
legislation to support
apprenticeships, finance education
and mentoring the SMEs
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Challenges
3. SMEs have little experience
with providing quality
apprenticeships.

Activities
3. We informed the SMEs through the
activities how to improve their
apprenticeship, complete the
questionnaire and check what they
could improve in providing more
quality in what they are doing. Since
the Greek law has incorporated quality
criteria in apprenticeships very SME
that offers apprenticeships since last
year, is closer to have more quality in
providing them as there are
prerequisites from legislation. (for
example the mentor, as well as written
requirements).

Policy
Recommendations
a) Business Community
•

We recommend to build
mentoring schemes, awareness
events to inform businesses and
apprentices, sector alliances

b) Education world
• Make the apprenticeships more
appealing to the families through
engagement with businesses,
enhance and promote
employment rate results
c)Policy makers
•

Support the Chambers of
commerce with relevant people,
provide quality framework,
more tools and schemes
through legislation, promote
quality in education and
business education partnerships

a)Business community
4. Technical education is not an
appealing option for youth and
SMEs cannot find apprentices
in specific areas of expertise

4. The last two years we tried to
engage all the relevant stakeholders to
promote apprenticeships in our
business members, members of the
Chambers of Commerce we have
worked with and others in very
possible meeting and call. We
promoted and we will promote
apprenticeships in Gefyra in the
Pact4Youth and we will continue to
promote as one of the goals of the
NAP.

• Campaigns to promote
apprenticeships in specific
technical specialisations
• Do alliances with Vet or certify
themselves the employees
b) Education world
• Design technical education close
to business needs
c)Policy makers
• Promote technical education and
give incentives to SMEs and
businesses to hire
apprenticeships
• Give more financial support in
technical education from
European funds
• Technical education to be done
by the businesses themselves or
the business associations not the
public VET Schools
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Conclusions
Key learnings, challenges, and solutions proposed
Challenges/learnings
We noticed all this period that SMEs are not well informed about apprenticeships, they don’t know how to do them and
they are not easily accessible by us, the chambers of commerce's and VET schools. It seems that they don’t have the
money or the time to search for it and most of them are micro enterprises which are lead by one manager which is also
the HR, the marketing etc. Moreover, business associations, even the big ones they don’t support them with information,
mentoring or knowledge transfer to engage in apprenticeships. There are exceptions, such as the Small and Medium Sized
Industries Chamber of Piraeus which they are quite active in the scheme, they did major events to support the
apprentices, they have a platform to match business with apprentices and they are planning to start a technical school to
train and certify technical specializations which are not supported by the Greek system and the business can’t find.
Moreover the Greek family and the social system assumes that apprenticeships as well as technical education is a second
choice for youth and not a good choice for employability in the future. They also prefer to push their children to do their
apprenticeships in the public sector as they assume that they will be more easily employed although in reality the contrary
is happening. In the same time there is a lack of technical people in very well paid jobs mainly in industry and naval
industry and youth don’t seem to know or want to follow them although the very high rate of unemployment. The big
chambers of commerce and even sector alliances or businesses have started to train and certify the people they want to
work for them or others substituting the public VET system which seems to be a little away of the business reality.
During the stakeholder dialogue, we heard that sometimes the apprentices didn’t care to learn and follow the rules so the
SMEs were disappointed and didn’t want to try again to offer apprenticeships. One obstacle is the fact that they don’t
have the choice of which apprentices to employ as the Greek EPAS system doesn't offer flexibility to choose the
apprentice but only to change an apprentice afterwards if is not a good fit. Also they believe that Chambers of Commerce
as well as the ministry of industry or labor should be more open and work with businesses in a more flexible way or allow
them to certify and train the apprenticeships in technical specialties they need on their own under the national scheme.
Despite the obstacles and concerns, the majority of those who joined the scheme seem to believe that apprenticeship are
very helpful and benefit to their businesses and people. Also they believe that apprenticeships are very important, easy
and a cheap way to have skilled people in their micro businesses.
Concerning the program, there was not an easy access to find which SMEs offer apprenticeships or not. The Chambers of
commerce although some of them are trying they don’t have any records or very few information and they don’t know
which of their members are doing apprenticeships. The only records are through OAED and the local VET schools which
were also hard to find and access.
Concerning the best practices, the SMEs couldn't see the value or they didn't have the time to explain what they are
doing. We had to overcome by visiting them, by doing phone interviews and constantly search for them to fill the
template or the questionnaire.

Solutions
The European policy makers need to engage the business associations, the sectoral associations to promote the scheme as
they are the ones capable of driving the change, train youth and employ them afterwards. They need to promote in
European as well as at local level the benefits of apprenticeships in the Greek and European youth and family as it seems
that we assume that only the university can offer good employment rates. They need to make sure the information is easy
and accessible to all and SMEs can reach it easily and effective.
They need to apply measures, legislation or push the local governments to make the systems more inclusive, more
accessible and more open to business and economy needs.
They need also to push the local governments or give them financial incentives to make the necessary changes and
reforms through specific financial support to SMEs, to Chambers of Commerce, to Erasmus+ projects, to NGOs to all the
relevant stakeholders to mobilize them to support the offer of apprenticeships.
Concerning the program, it seems that it would be easier to find SMEs if we have included more stakeholders other than
the our network of businesses in as partners of the program to be easier to mobilize resources and force them to provide
information and support to us as they would have visible benefits from the collaboration. For example, European or local
Chambers of Commerce or local VET schools(one or two in each country) would be more effective to work and have more
impact in the long term.
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